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Q1 Choose one individual to rename Winchell Park in honor of. Go online
to read the biographies of these exceptional candidates.

Answered: 321 Skipped: 29

TOTAL 321

Letitia Byrd

Dr. Eliza
Mosher

Joseph Dulin

Dr. Hazel M.
Turner

Dr. Lynn Conway

Dr. Harold J.
Lockett
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Letitia Byrd

Dr. Eliza Mosher

Joseph Dulin

Dr. Hazel M. Turner

Dr. Lynn Conway

Dr. Harold J. Lockett

Q2 Please take a moment to complete a brief questionnaire from the City
of Ann Arbor. 

Answered: 41 Skipped: 309

# RESPONSES DATE

1 I saw via postcard earlier this summer amidst visitors and vacations that this renaming was
going to happen for Winchell. The postcard was seeking names for potential choice. This was
less than 6 weeks ago. We walk in this neighborhood often but not during the last three weeks

8/30/2021 9:51 PM
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in that direction due to the temperature in the 90s, family vacation first week of August and out
of town visitors the third week of August. Just saw the sign tonight as we drove into the
neighborhood from a direction we don't always take and the deadline for the vote was/is today.
I hope this counts. I'm disappointed. This was TOO short a time to rename a park that has
been around at least since we bought our house in this neighborhood 30 years ago. I'm
disappointed that this seems to be something to just get over and done with. I'm glad we were
lucky enough to take a walk tonight SPECIFICALLY to see the sign we saw for the first time
earlier today. WHEN DID THIS SIGN GO UP? Has it been posted anywhere in the news? on
Facebook? on Nextdoor? On radio stations? We shoudl have seen or heard it if so. I'm
disappointed that something that will last for decades or forever was given so little attention. I
wonder who was in charge of this effort.

2 Isn't there anything better to worry about. Stop wasting your time. 8/29/2021 10:12 PM

3 Okay 8/25/2021 4:26 PM

4 Coleman Jewett 8/25/2021 10:39 AM

5 Coleman Jewitt, he was my Vice Principal at Tappan 8/24/2021 6:17 PM

6 Jewett 8/23/2021 8:33 PM

7 The park should not be named for someone who is still alive. 8/22/2021 10:10 PM

8 ok you got it 8/22/2021 8:49 PM

9 Coleman Jewett 8/21/2021 11:57 AM

10 Colman Jewett 8/21/2021 9:23 AM

11 Coleman Jewett 8/20/2021 6:05 PM

12 The park should be named after Coleman Jewett who contributed to the positive development
of neighborhood kids for 30 years.

8/20/2021 5:53 PM

13 I would like it named after Coleman Jewett. Knew the man, and he was a gem in this
community.

8/20/2021 5:53 PM

14 Very happy the Winchell name is getting removed. Strongly feel it should be name for a person
of color and or a woman. There are enough things named after white men.

8/18/2021 4:51 PM

15 Voting to rename park to Harold Lockett park 8/17/2021 1:22 PM

16 I would like the park to be named after Coleman Jewitt. 8/17/2021 9:58 AM

17 Dr lockett 8/17/2021 3:10 AM

18 thank you for this undertaking, I would be interested to hear more about how this process
began.

8/15/2021 6:15 PM

19 Coleman Jewett 8/15/2021 4:58 PM

20 I think that the park should be named after a distinguished member of the U of MI faculty, as
intended when the neighborhood was established and following the precedent of the street
names, and the current name of the park. The University has had a number of highly influential
and accomplished faculty members whose naming would "celebrate(s) racial diversity and
social equity." Please do some more research on this.

8/15/2021 4:28 PM

21 Done 8/15/2021 2:03 PM

22 Dr. Turner 8/15/2021 12:17 PM

23 I would like to vote to rename the park for Coleman Jewett, an inspiring leader who devoted his
life to the betterment of the Ann Arbor community.

8/14/2021 9:34 PM

24 Coleman Jewett 8/14/2021 9:32 PM

25 The choices presented here are limited and inappropriate--several have little meaningful
personal connection with Ann Arbor and none are connected with the surrounding
neighborhoods in which the park is located. These choices should include Coleman Jewett, an
outstanding Ann Arbor educator and citizen leader who worked for decades at Tappan Middle
School, as well as several outstanding faculty at UM notable for their commitment to civil

8/14/2021 6:48 PM
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rights and social justice, as the park is situated in what was designated as University Heights
where streets bear the names of distinguished faculty from the 19th century.

26 We learn from our history and I do not feel Winchell Park should be renamed. 8/14/2021 12:45 PM

27 Dr Hazel Turner 8/14/2021 7:15 AM

28 I don’t want to change the name of the park. He is no worse than George Washington, Thomas
Jefferson, and so many others, this is not worth the time and expense to change.

8/10/2021 11:51 AM

29 I vote for Dr. Eliza Mosher. 8/9/2021 8:43 PM

30 Dr. Hazel M. Turner 8/9/2021 2:11 PM

31 Dr. Hazel M. Turner 8/8/2021 10:20 AM

32 Happy you’re changing the name but the questionnaire was ridiculous. 8/7/2021 5:00 PM

33 I would support renaming the park after Joe Dulin. I live nearby. 8/7/2021 1:32 PM

34 Dr. Eliza Mosher 8/7/2021 1:28 PM

35 Thank you! 8/7/2021 1:06 PM

36 Byrd 8/6/2021 10:30 PM

37 Byrd Park 8/6/2021 5:54 PM

38 letitia byrd 8/5/2021 10:19 PM

39 Can you list the names of the people on the PAC subcommittee? 8/5/2021 7:23 PM

40 Dr. Mosher 8/5/2021 3:01 PM

41 I notice that all six of your prospective new namesakes are associated with elite-level
education and/or the school system. But none of them seem to have any association whatever
with either the neighborhood around the park, nor with parks in general. Perhaps you could
name an elite prep school after one of your six namesake candidates, and then re-name
Winchell Park after someone more appropriate to a small neighborhood park? (And also show
some sign of co-ordination with the City over re-naming Winchell Dr. - which has the exact
same infamous-name problem as your Park.)

8/5/2021 2:32 PM


